
What it takes to be Successful 
CHELAN MOUNTAIN GOAT 

BASKETBALL 
Basketball to me is more than a sport; it is a way of life.  In victory, you learn 

to appreciate the accomplishment, through hard work, sacrifice, and devotion 

to a worthy cause.  You understand the true value of teamwork by working 

with your coach and fellow players. When playing basketball you must learn to make quick decisions 

under the tensest conditions. When defeated, you learn to lose gracefully but come back with a greater 

desire to succeed. Through victory and defeat you will grow and become much better equipped to cope 

with the complexities of life. There is the possibility that some may qualify for a basketball scholarship 

or that someday you may want to experience the thrill of being a coach.  Regardless of what your 

future aims are, I know you will receive a lifelong benefit from the experiences and friends you will 

have by being a member of the CHELAN High School TEAM.  Basketball players at CHELAN High 

School will be prepared to become better players, students, and citizens--three necessities of a 

successful basketball team. 

 

OUR PHILOSOPHY 

Our philosophy of Basketball at Chelan High School has its foundation embedded in the belief that all 

players are dedicated to the contribution that they can make to the team.  To be successful we must 

excel in all team aspects of the game and be more committed in this belief than our opponents.  We 

must be in better condition, play with greater intensity and be tougher mentally and physically than 

anyone we play. We must all sacrifice personal glory for the good of the team.  Most important we 

must possess a self and team discipline based on a mutual respect for one another that will enable us to 

reach our maximum team performances at all times.  
 

Certain standards and qualifications are required of all players who wish to have a championship 

caliber TEAM, whether or not a championship is won. Great programs have players who are 

coachable and willing to listen and accept constructive criticism, being a good teammate in our 

program is a must as we share in each other’s success and have fun with what we are doing.  We 

display a genuine love for basketball and put in the necessary time and effort to be a good team player 

and team, which in turn will create a strong desire for our individual and team success.  This 

understanding of what is expected of you and a constant striving to fulfill such expectations can best 

develop this CHELAN type of player and team 
 

Our school and program are only as good as we make it.  Basketball is a great deal more than merely 

working plays and fundamentals; it reaches beyond the boundaries of the court, especially when 

representing a high school.  Building great teams involve many steps and these steps will be consistent 

and predictable within our program. Whether we like it or not we will all be known for something.  

CHELAN Coaches and Players have a vision of what we want our teams to resemble. The strength of 

our TEAM is determined by our commitment to this vision, our focus is not on winning games but on 

building great teams and letting the outcomes speak for themselves, we are willing to work toward that 

spirit of oneness so that each of us will possess the feeling of belonging through our contributions.  

Teams of significance begin with the end product in mind, they see the big picture.  They create great 

memories, lifetime friendships and a legacy of excellence. 

                                  

JOE HARRIS 
        C.H.S. BASKETBALL 

       

  



Daily Drills to instill TEAM attitude and competitive toughness into your program 

Competitiveness-    A strong desire for individual and team success 

         Toughness- Mental and physical toughness have direct impact on success  

 
We must have an identity.  Whether you like it or not we will all be known for 
something.  Coaches and Players must take ownership in our program.            
 
THINK LESS ABOUT THE END and MORE ABOUT THE PROCESS 
Your belief system will identify who you are as a coach. Are you offensive or defensive minded? Regardless I 

believe your foundation starts with a mindset and basics that you must teach every day  

PHILOSOPHY...BUY-IN 
1. DELIVER a CONSISTENT MESSAGE DAILY Throughout your PROGRAM (Staff and team) Not just rules, include 
terms, drill work, acceptable technique expectations 
2. ONE-ON-ONE INTERACTION.   Set Goals evaluate them/ communicate 
3. PERSONALIZE/INDIVIDUALIZE YOUR COACHING- all athletes are different. Taylor your coaching style to 
your players builds rapport 
4. OVERDELIVER- Go above and beyond just doing what is expected  
5. TEAM BUILDING- Building a Team is the ultimate sign of humility, go out of your way to improve, recognize 
you may not have all the answers 
6. BE A FRIEND TO YOUR ATHLETES/ BE ACCESSIBLE.   We don't just punch the clock, make time for your 
players. If you are heavily invested in their success, they will be invested in it too. 
 

COACHING POINTS- 
REBOUNDING- 
 Starts with an athletic base--Go from a contested shot to a hit, hold and attack. 
3 REBOUNDING Keys 
1. Must be physical--go get it!! 
2.  Locate 
3.  Hit, Hold and Attack.  *WIN the space war!!  
To miss an assignment (defensive rebound) is a selfish act 
 

DEFENSE- everyone has their own style force middle, force side regardless ... 
Great players make their teammates better.  

1- Man to man = TEAM 
2- Something that is bigger than yourself 
3- IT is a decision to play hard and compete--What you are doing in secret will ultimately be seen.   
Starts with footwork: 
    * Athletic stance move your feet (heat em up) 
    * Have Vision- see man and ball in stance 
    *Tremendous on-ball pressure keep it front of you 
    *One arm’s length away 
    *Trace the basketball Limit offense vision -Ball cannot make a play it cannot see!!! If offensive player can see      
       the whole floor, then you need to guard the entire floor.  
    *Force bounce pass and Lob pass, the two slowest passes you can make. 
    *Let the offensive player tell you what he's going to do. passing, shooting, dribbling etc 
 
 



Basket line --center chest of offensive player 
TAPE- center of floor 
Direct line pass--how far are you away from the ball?  i.e. one pass away, two passes away. 
Jump to the ball!!  Put yourself in motion to where the battle is going to be fought.  Guard your YARD!!! 
 
Every help needs a recovery!! * Closest to the ball needs to help, 
Be ready!!  Don't be getting ready to be ready.   Be there on the catch!!   
Help the helper. 
 

Ball side defense makes your defense good, help side defense makes your defense great. 
 

…Keep ball on one side of the court because it cuts the floor in half and gives defense the advantage 
 
COMMUNICATE You must talk on the Floor- 
* Talk early, Talk loud 
* Who r u guarding?! 
* Are you a poodle or a pit bull? 
* Aggressive talk leads to aggressive play.  i.e.  ball vs. BALL!!! 
 

Teams that cut down the nets get it done on Defense.   Offense tells you how many points you win by.  
 
 

DRILLS TO USE  
1.  Dribble Downs, 2 @ 1  
2.  Zag Break 
3.  Grizz passing 
4.  Dobbs Closeouts 

 5.    Carlson Rebound 3 on 3  
 6.   Missouri Line Rebounding drill.  
       O - 5 around perimeter.  D- on the tape, basket line 
        *play aggressive 
        *be involved in the play 
        *be determined 
        *rebounding is all about ATTITUDE  
        * toughness is a Key!!!  

7.    Finish it 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY 

Work at Being Great at Your Craft!! 

 
 

1.  HARD TO MOTIVATE YOUR TEAM WHEN YOU ARE NOT 
MOTIVATED YOURSELF 
 
2.  DREAM LIKE YOU HAVE A LIFETIME AHEAD OF YOU! PLAY LIKE 
THERE IS NO TOMORROW 
  
3. THE MEASURE OF WHO WE ARE, IS WHAT WE DO WITH WHAT WE 
HAVE 

 
5. NO PRESSURE NO DIAMONDS 

 
 5. Join WSCA- W.I.B.C.A 
 

 

"Worry more about your character than your reputation. Character is what you are, 

reputation is merely what others think you are"-- John Wooden    

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Drill: Zig Zag&Dribble Downs 

 
1. Yo-Yo dribble front to back, side to side R/L 
2. Right Hand Left Hand Dribble 
3. Change of pace 
4. In an Out 
5. High Skip w/x-over 
6. Snap x-over 
7. Pull back x-over/Hesitationx-0ver                          
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-Start with 

Defensive 

footwork, zig 
zag and pivots. 

 
-Dribble Downs 

-2 @ 1 pass 
-2 ball pass 

-Carolina 
Shooting 
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Drill: Zag Break 

    

 

 

 

 

1- Start w/2-on-1 

2- D adds 2 

players each 

time they 

transition to O 

3- New players 

enter from 

baseline. 

4- Fouls count 

as 2 points 

5- Baskets 

count as 2 or 3 

points 

6- Play twice 

each team gets 

to start with 2-

on-1 

7- Progression… 

 2-on-1 

 2-on-3 

 4-on-3 

 4-on-5 

 5-on-5 
 

X 

 

X 

 



Drill: Grizz Passing 

   
1- Give handup as target 

2- Hit target hand with pass 

3-Work dribble, pivot, pass each time 

“At Em” – Dribble at you  V cut up the lane 

               Pivot pass back to top, dribble at em or away 

“Away” – Dribble “Away” cut to top, pivot pass back to top, reset 

dribble “at em” or “away”   (can add D on “away”) 

 

  



Drill: Dobbs Closeout 
 

        

 

 

 

 

 

1- D passes to wing, Hit target hand with pass 

2- Closeout High Hand, think shot take away drive 

3- wide stance on-ball pressure keep it front of you 

4- force sideline, do not give up middle 

5- O gets two dribbles to score 

6- Rebound and outlet  

X 
X 

X 
 

X 
X 

X 
 



     Drill: Carlson Rebound/ 3 on 3 

   

  

 

1- Coach passes to O, Shoot on Catch O/ two dribbles to score…. 

2- D Closeout High Hand, Contest Shot, use position footwork, jump 

to ball and help, communicate 

3- On ball D must keep it front of you 

4- Hit, hold and attack *win the space war!!  

5- D must Rebound and outlet  

6- On make transition into full court D, (press and press O) 

7- Rotate Defense to Offense 

X 

X 
X 

 

X 

X 
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X 

X 
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Drill:  Missouri Line ReBounding 

 

 

1. Coach Shoots- live rebounding until a score or an outlet pass 

2. O - 5 around perimeter crash from outside key.  D- on the tape, 
basket line 

3.  Play to a score (D must get 5 Rebs before O gets 2) or Time   
(D maintains possession they stay on D new O) 
 

       *Play aggressive 
*Be involved in the play 
*Be determined 
*Rebounding is all about ATTITUDE 
*Toughness is a Key!!! 

 

 

 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
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Drill: Finish It 

 

 

1. Tie game with 45 seconds on clock 

2. 5 offensive players run a set of lines 

3. On final line, give ball to O at half court 

4. Defensive team comes on from baseline 

5. Play out the clock 
 

 

 

 

 



Drill: 
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